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We present a technique for using modulated electroabsorption measurements to determine the
built-in potential in semiconductor heterojunction devices. The technique exploits a simple
relationship between the second-harmonic electroabsorption signal and the capacitance of such
devices. We apply this technique to hydrogenated amorphous silicon~a-Si:H!-based solar cells
incorporating microcrystalline Sip1 layers. For one set of cells with a conventional
plasma-deposited intrinsic~i ! layer we obtain a built-in potential of 0.9860.04 V; for cells with an
i layer deposited using strong hydrogen dilution we obtain 1.2560.04 V. We speculate that interface
dipoles between thep1 andi layers significantly influence the built-in potential. ©1996 American
Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~96!04246-5#
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The internal electric fields of amporphous silicon~a-
Si:H!-basedp– i –n solar cells are crucial to their operation
as photocarrier collectors. Thebuilt-in electrostatic potential
Vbi established by these fields is, thus, one of a cell’s impo
tant device parameters. One promising approach to illustr
ing and estimatingVbi exploits electroabsorption measure
ments: by measuring the transmittance or reflectance of
cell as a function of an external potentialV, an inference of
the built-in potential can be made.1–3

Some corresponding measurements are presented in
1. The transmittanceT of a cell is modulated by a sinusoida
potential of amplitudedV; the transmittance modulation
dT1 f in phase withdV is then plotted as a function of the
external dc potentialV. The excellent linearity reflects the
quadratic dependence of electroabsorption upon electric fi
in noncrystalline materials;dT1 f ends up being proportional
to dV(V2Vbi!. The regression lines through the measur
ments intersect the horizontal axis nearV51.0 V, which is
an estimate of the built-in potential of this cell. The slopes
the lines indicate the strength of the electroabsorption eff
at each wavelength.

As initially reported by Wang, Schiff, and Hegedus,2

extensive signal averaging of electroabsorption measu
ments reveals a systematic dependence of this intercept u
wavelength; the effect is evident in the inset of Fig. 1. Wan
et al. proposed that this wavelength-dependence is a hete
structure effect, since thep1 and i layers have differing
wavelength dependences to their electroabsorption~see also
the electroabsorption measurements of Campbellet al.,3 on
electroluminescent organic heterostructure diodes!. We con-
firmed this interpretation by studyinga-Si:H n– i –m
Schottky barrier diodes, which have nop1 layer. We found
no significant wavelength dependence, which is the expec
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result given the negligible potential drop in the metal.
This heterostructure effect undermines efforts to me

sureVbi quantitatively using electroabsorption. In this lette
we report on a procedure that we believe resolves this di
culty for a-Si:H-based solar cells. We apply the procedure
two types ofn– i –p solar cells having similarn1 and p1

layers, but differinga-Si:H i layers. In the simplest possible
picture the built-in potential is determinedonly by the Fermi
levels of then1 andp1 layers; our estimate ofVbi increased
from 0.98 to 1.25 V when thei layer was plasma deposited
using strong hydrogen dilution.

We first describe the model we use for electroabsorpti
in a p– i –n solar cell witha-Si:H n1 and i layers and a
microcrystallinep1 layer. In the upper portion of Fig. 2 we
show a schematic illustration of the amplitude of the sinuso

vd.,

FIG. 1. Modulated electroabsorption signal as a function of the bias pot
tial across the ‘‘standard’’ solar cell. Measurements at three laser wa
lengths are illustrated; the inset shows that the intercept depends slightly
wavelength.
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dally modulated electric fielddE. As illustrated, we assume
that this modulation field is uniform across thei layer, and
that it extends only across a depletion zone of thep1 layer.
We also simplified the analysis by neglecting potential dr
within then1 layer of the cell.

The lower portion of Fig. 2 illustrates the steady-st
profile of the conduction band and valence band edgesEc
andEv ; only the solid black curves are important at prese
Figure 2 indicates the band-bendingeVp andeVi in the p1

and i layers, respectively. The built-in potential is defined
Vbi5Vp1Vi . We discuss further details of Fig. 2 subs
quently.

The electric field dependent absorption in disorde
materials is typically quadratic in fielda(l,E)5a0(l)
1a9(l)E2; a9 is the electroabsorption coefficientof the
material. For a sinusoidal modulation of amplitudedV, there
will be corresponding transmittance modulationsdT1 f and
dT2 f at the fundamental and the second harmonic of
modulation frequency, respectively. We measure these
nals as a function of a reverse bias potentialV across the cell
Reverse biasing the cell also increases the width of the de
tion zone within thep1 layer, leading to a decrease in th
capacitanceC(V) of the cell.

The electroabsorption signalsdT1 f anddT2 f can be ob-
tained from analysis of this model; the derivations are gi
elsewhere.4 The second-harmonic signal is particularly im
portant in the present, two-layer system:

dT2 f /T

@C~V!dV#2
5

@ap9~l!/ep#

2e0C~V!
1

@a i9~l!/e i2ap9~l!/ep#

2e0~e ie0 /di !
,

~1!

wheredi is the thickness of the cell’si layers;e i andep are
the dielectric constants of thei andp1 layers, respectively
C(V) refers to the area-normalized capacitance measure
the fundamental modulation frequency. Note that a lin
regression of the normalized second-harmonic signal ag
the reciprocal capacitance of the cell yields electroabsorp
properties ofboth the p1 layer (ap9/ep) and of thei layer
(a i9/e i).

FIG. 2. dE is the amplitude of the modulated electric field across ap– i –n
solar cell with a microcrystallinep1 layer. The lower portion indicates th
conduction and valence band edgesEc and Ev across the cell, including
band bending in thep1 andi layers, band offsets, and an interface dipoleD.
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Once these coefficients are known, the built-in potentia
in the cell can be obtained using the following expression fo
the normalized fundamental signal:

dT1 f /T

C~V!dV
52

2a i9~l!

e ie0
H ~V2Vbi!1VpS ap9~l!/ep

a i9~l!/e i
21D J .

~2!

We neglect thin-film interference effects as well as the
electric-field dependent refractive index of the films; we do
not believe that incorporation of these corrections would sig
nificantly alter our conclusions.

In the present work we present measurements on tw
cells deposited in the sequencen– i –p. One cell ~denoted
‘‘standard’’! has a conventional plasma-depositeda-Si:H i
layer; the other~denoted ‘‘strong H dilution’’! has ani layer
deposited using substantial hydrogen dilution of the silan
feedstock gas. Both cells havea-Si:H n1 layers and ‘‘micro-
crystalline’’ ~mc-Si:H! p1 layers.5 The open-circuit voltage
under AM1.5 illumination were 0.93 V~standard cell! and
1.02 V ~strong H dilution! for the as-deposited state.

In Fig. 3 we have shown the measurements of th
second-harmonic electroabsorption modulation as a functio
of capacitance. The data are generated using the same
kHz fundamental modulation frequency and reverse bia
range as for Fig. 1. The parameter ratiosap9/ep andap9/e i are
obtained as linear regression parameters from Eq.~1!; the
results for both types of cell are shown in Fig. 4.

The standard and strongly hydrogen-diluted cells yield
quite different spectraa i9/e i for the i layers. The results on
the standardi layer agree reasonably well with prior work on
a-Si:H.1,2 The results for the hydrogen-dilutedi layer pre-
sumably reflect the increased band gap for this layer. Th
electroabsorption spectra of the microcrystallinep1 layers
are similar, which is reasonable since the microcrystallin
layers are nominally identical in the two cells. It is reassuring
that the very different, raw electroabsorption measuremen
give this result.

We estimated the built-in potentials in these two cells
using the following procedure. We first plotted
(dT1 f /T)/@C(V)dV# as a function of bias voltage in order to

e

FIG. 3. Plot of the normalized, second-harmonic electroabsorption sign
dT2 f as a function of reciprocal capacitance for three different wavelength
in the standard cell; the data are generated by varying the reverse bias acr
the cell.
Jiang et al.
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obtain the voltage–axis interceptV0 . Representative mea
surements were presented in Fig. 1.V0 depends slightly upon
laser intensity, most likely due to photocharge stored in
samples. In Fig. 4, we have plottedV0 for low intensities
parametrically against the wavelenght-dependent ra
(ap9/ep)/(a i9/e i) ~as obtained from Fig. 4!. When this ratio is
unity, the electroabsorption properties of thep1 and i layers
are the same. As a consequence, the value of the inter
interpolated for this value can be associated with the buil
potential~by the straightforward single-layer analysis!. This
qualitative argument is confirmed by Eq.~2!.

As indicated in Fig. 4, we findVbi50.98 V for the cell
with the standardi layer, andVbi51.25 V for the cell with
the strong hydrogen dilution intrinsic. The increase inVbi for
the strong-hydrogen dilution cell was surprising to us; it
often assumed that the built-in potential inp– i –n diodes is
determined by the Fermi levels of then1 andp1 layers only,
and is unaffected by thei layer between them.

This argument neglects interfaces, and we speculate
there is a significantinterface dipolebetween thep1 and i
layers ofa-Si:H-based solar cells. Such dipoles consist

FIG. 4. ~left! Electroabsorption coefficientsa i9 and ap9 as a function of
wavelength fora-Si:H and formc-Si:H:B as obtained in cells with standar
and with strongly H-dilutedi layers.~right! Plot of the voltage–axis inter-
ceptsV0 of electroabsorption measurements at three wavelengths vs
corresponding ratios (ap9/ep)/(a i9/e i) . The built-in potentialVbi is the value
of V0 for (ap9/ep) /(a i9/e i)51 ~cf. vertical line!.
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compensating positive and negative electric charges se
rated by a distance comparable to the carriers’ tunneling
dii. We illustrated the effect of an interface dipoleD in Fig.
2. The solid curves represent the band bending without t
dipole, and shows the effects of the conduction and valen
band offsetsDEc andDEv between thep1 and i layer ma-
terials. The dashed curves include an interface dipole th
reduces the band bending and, hence,Vbi , increasing the
apparent size of both band offsets.

The microscopic nature of such interface dipoles is my
terious, although they have been invoked for nearly 50 yea
in the context of the built-in potentials in Schottky barrie
diodes on crystalline semiconductors6 and are included in
textbook treatments of solar cell device physics.7 For the
cells we have studied, it may be that a decrease in interfa
dipoles for the strongly H-diluted cell is the primary caus
for the increase of about 0.1 V in its open-circuit voltag
VOC vis-à-vis the standard cell; the possibility is an alterna
tive to attributing the increase inVOC to an increase in the
energy gap of thei layer.
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